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Attached is Licensee Event Report 414/07-002 titled "Technical
Specification violation Associated with Containment Valve
Injection Water System."

There are no regulatory commitments contained in this letter or
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This event is considered to be of no significance with respect to
the health and safety of the public. If there are any questions
on this report, please contact L.J. Rudy at (803) 831-3084.
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BACKGROUND

This event is being reported under the following criterion:

10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(i)(B), any operation or condition which was
prohibited by the plant's Technical Specifications.

Catawba Nuclear Station Unit 2 is a Westinghouse four-loop Pressurized
Water Reactor (PWR) [EIIS: RCT].

The Containment Valve Injection Water System (CVIWS) [EIIS: none]
ensures a water seal to a specific class of containment isolation
valves [EIIS: ISV] during a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA), to-prevent
leakage of containment,,atmosphere through the gate valves.

The CVIWS is designed to inject water between the two seating surfaces
of double disc gate valves.used for containment isolation. The
injectionr-pressure is higher than containment design' peak pressure
during a LOCA. 'This will prevent leakage of the containment atmosphere
through the gate valves, thereby reducing potential offsite dose below
regulatory limits following the postulated accident.

During normal power. operation, the CVIWS is in a standby mode and does
not perform any function. During accident situations, the CVIWS is
activated to perform its safety related function. Containment
isolation valves, for systems which are not used to mitigate the
consequences of an accident, will be supplied with CVIWS seal water
upon receipt of a Phase A isolation signal. Containment isolation
valves, for accident mitigating'systems which are supplied with seal
water from the CVIWS, have their seal water supplies actuated by a
Containment Pressure - High-High signal.

The CVIWS consists of two independent, redundant trains; one supplying
gate valves powered by the A train diesel generator and the other
supplying gate valves powered by the-B train diesel generator. The
separation of trains prevents the possibility of both containment
isolation valves not sealing due to a single failure.

Each CVIWS train consists of.a surge chamber which is filled.with water
and pressurized with nitrogen. One main header exits the chamber and
•splits into several headers. A. solenoid valve [EIIS: FSV] is located

NRC FORM 366A (1-2001)
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in the main header before any of the branch headers which will open
after a 60 second delay on a Phase A isolation signal. Each of the
headers supplies injection water to containment isolation valves
located in the same general location, and close on the same engineered
safety signal. A solenoid valve is located in each header which
supplies seal water to valves closing on a Containment Pressure - High-
High signal. These solenoid valves open after a 60 second delay on a
Containment Pressure - High-High signal. Since a Phase A isolation
signal occurs before a Containment Pressure - High-High signal, the
solenoid valve located in the main header will already be injecting
water to containment isolation valves closing on a Phase A isolation
signal. This leaves an open path to the headers supplying injection
water on a Containment Pressure - High-High signal. The delay for the
solenoid valves opening is to allow adequate time for the slowest gate
valve to close, before water is injected into the valve seat.

Makeup water is provided from the Makeup Demineralized Water System
[EIIS: KC] for testing and for adding water to the surge chamber during
normal plant operation. Assured water is provided from the essential
header of the Nuclear Service Water System [EIIS: BI] . This supply is
assured for at least 30 days following a postulated accident. If the
water level in the surge chamber drops below the low-low level or if
the surge chamber nitrogen pressure drops below the low-low pressure
after a Phase A isolation signal, a solenoid valve in the supply line
from the Nuclear Service Water System will automatically open and
remain open, assuring makeup to the CVIWS at a pressure greater than
110% of peak containment accident pressure.

Technical Specification 3.6.17 governs the CVIWS. Limiting Condition
for Operation 3.6.17 requires two CVIWS trains to be operable in Modes
1, 2, 3, and 4. Condition A states that with one CVIWS train
inoperable, the train must be restored to operable status within 7
days. If this is not accomplished, Condition B requires the unit to be
in Mode 3 within 6 hours and in Mode 5 within 36 hours. There is no
Condition for two CVIWS trains inoperable; therefore, Limiting
Condition for Operation 3.0.3 is applicable in this case.

On November 5, 2007, when this• event was determined to be reportable,
Unit 2 was in Mode 5 during its End of Cycle 15 Refueling Outage.

NRC FORM 366A (1-2001)
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EVENT DESCRIPTION

(Certain event times are approximate.)

Date/Time Event Description

10/07/07/1629 On 10/07/07, during the End-of-Cycle 15
Refueling Outage, calibration of CVIWS surge
chamber 2A level transmitter 2NWLT5020 was
being performed under Work Order 01775573-01.
It was observed that the transmitter's loop
output began to drop steadily after the
transmitter was returned to service following
its calibration. Investigation revealed that
CVIWS surge chamber 2A narrow range level high
pressure root isolation valve 2NWIV5020 was
closed.

CAUSAL FACTORS

The cause of root isolation valve 2NWIV5020 being closed could not
be determined. The transmitter loop utilizes a filled reference
leg design that requires the transmitter to be reverse acting in
order to indicate surge chamber level. The root isolation valve
isolates the filled reference leg from the surge chamber. Since
the surge chamber normally operates with a fixed nitrogen
overpressure, the effect on the transmitter loop due to the root
isolation valve being closed depends on when it was closed. If it
were closed while the surge chamber was pressurized, the surge
chamber overpressure would be trapped on the high pressure side of
the transmitter. This would result in a false high reading any
time the surge chamber overpressure decreased below what it was
when the valve was closed and in a false low reading any time the
surge chamber overpressure increased above that value. If the root
isolation valve were closed while there was no overpressure on the
surge chamber, the high pressure side of the transmitter would not
see the overpressure when the surge chamber was pressurized.
However, the low pressure side would, which would cause the
transmitter to peg high and not respond to decreasing surge chamber
level as long as the overpressure was present. Based on the
observed transmitter behavior, it is believed that the root
isolation valve was closed while there was no overpressure on the

NRC FORM 366A (1-2001)
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surge chamber. The root isolation valve requires approximately one
turn to move over its full travel. Therefore, it is not considered
plausible that the valve could have been bumped into the fully
closed position.

A review of Operator Aid Computer (OAC) trends indicated that the
valve was most likely closed during the End-of-Cycle 14 Refueling
Outage. On the trends prior to the End-of-Cycle 14 Refueling
Outage, the indicated surge chamber level did not vary more than
approximately 0.1 inch. After the End-of-Cycle 14 Refueling
Outage, the trend varied approximately 0.3 inch. After the valve
was opened following discovery of its closed position during the
End-of-Cycle 15 Refueling Outage, the trend returned to normal
(approximately 0.1 inch).

Plant personnel conducted a review of work orders and work
requests. No maintenance work could be ascertained that would have
manipulated valve 2NWIV5020 or any of the other root isolation ,
valves on the CVIWS surge chambers. No procedures were found that
would have manipulated this valve. The only potential evolutionI
where Operations could have procedurally manipulated this valve was
investigated. It was determined to be non-credible due to the fact
that this evolution would have required multiple errors to have
been made coupled with multiple incorrect independent
verifications.

Considerable work occurred near this valve during the End-of-Cycle
15 Refueling Outage; however, no explanation was evident as to how
the valve could have been closed. Based on the available
information, it appears likely that the valve was actually closed
during the End-of-Cycle 14 Refueling Outage based on the OAC trends
for the affected loop.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

Immediate:

1.-Root isolation valve 2NWIV5020 was re-opened following its
discovered closed position.

Subsequent:

NRC FORM 366A (1-2001)
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1. Plant personnel conducted a review of this event to determine
the cause of the valve being mispositioned. No conclusive cause
of this event could be determined.

Planned:

None.

There are no NRC commitments contained in this LER.

SAFETY ANALYSIS

Had an event occurred requiring the operation of the CVIWS, given the
as-found position of root isolation valve 2NWIV5020, the A train of the
CVIWS could have been rendered ineffective in maintaining the required
water seal to its supported containment isolation valves. As a result
of the mispositioned root isolation valve, nitrogen would have been
eventually injected into the supported A train containment isolation
valves. During the time period for which the train was inoperable, no
events occurred that would have required the operation of the CVIWS.
Except for the brief periods noted below, the B train of the CVIWS was
operable and capable of supporting its respective B train containment
isolation valves.

It is believed that CVIWS root isolation valve 2NWIV5020 was closed
sometime during the End-of-Cycle 14 Refueling Outage. Unit 2 entered
Mode 4 following the completion of the End-of-Cycle 14 Refueling Outage
on 4/16/06. Unit 2 entered Mode 5 to begin the End-of-Cycle 15
Refueling Outage on 9/15/07. During the time period that Unit 2 was
operating in modes where the CVIWS was required to be operable (from
4/16/06 to-9/15/07), there were fifteen documented instances where the
B train of the CVIWS was also inoperable. Therefore, Unit 2 was
unknowingly in TS Limiting Condition for Operation 3.0.3 during these
instances. Four of the fifteen instances were "tracking only" entries
for the B train of the CVIWS (i.e., the train was not functionally
inoperable and still would have performed its function), but for the
other eleven instances, the train was functionally inoperable. For
nine of these eleven instances, the duration of time that both CVIWS
trains were unknowingly inoperable ranged from approximately 1 hour to
approximately 6 hours in length (i.e., the durations were within the
time period allowed by TS Limiting Condition for Operation 3.0.3). The
remaining two instances were as follows:

NRC FORM 366A (1-2001)
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Technical Specification Action Item Log Entry C2-06-01383:
B train CVIWS inoperable for 24 hours and 33 minutes beginning on
5/27/06 to investigate and repair an indication problem on valve 2NW-
222B

Technical Specification Action Item Log Entry C2-07-00176:
B train CVIWS inoperable for 40 hours and 11 minutes beginning on
1/23/07 to replace a switch and solenoid housing O-rings on valve 2NW-
237B

This event was determined to be inconsequential from a plant risk
perspective. The containment isolation valves serviced by the A train
of the CVIWS are located in the Component Cooling Water'System, the
Intermediate Head Safety Injection System, the Containment Spray
System, the High Head Safety Injection System, the Nuclear Service
Water System, and the Liquid Waste Recycle System. Catawba's
Probabilistic Risk Analysis (PRA) screens out these system containment
penetrations as potential containment isolation failures because they
are not air-to-air pathways and would not constitute a
probabilistically significant pathway for the release of airborne
fission products. The only pathway with statistically significant
relevance is the pathway from the Liquid Waste Recycle System to the
Containment Ventilation Unit Condensate Drain Tank. However, at
Catawba, this pathway is a small isolation failure and it is screened
out from the calculation of Large Early Release Frequency (LERF) due to
the small diameter piping involved. The PRA does not consider this to
be a LERF pathway even if its associated containment isolation valves
are open. A closed valve in this pathway that leaks because the CVIWS
is inoperable still would not result in a change in LERF.

The health and safety of the public were not adversely affected by this
event.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Within the previous three years, there were no LER events involving the
CVIWS. Therefore, this event is considered to be non-recurring.

Energy Industry Identification System (EIIS) codes are identified in
the text as [EIIS: XX] . This event is not considered reportable to the
Equipment Performance and Information Exchange (EPIX) program.

NRC FORM 366A (1-2001)
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This event is not considered to constitute a Safety System
Functional Failure. There was no release of radioactive material,
radiation overexposure, or personnel injury associated with the
event described in this LER.

NRC FORM 366A (1-2001)
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